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Operations as a concept and as a function vs 

Management as strategic oversight 

Maxine Samuels, May 24, 2017 

 
 

Strategy is long-range planning. It is a road map to the plans, techniques, tools and operational 

strategies that the organization will use overtime to accomplish its desirable outcomes. 

Organizational strategy is carried out by management and will address areas such as the 

structure, goals, objectives, HR, supervision, and current and future plans. Thus, Management 

is responsible for strategic planning and oversight.  On the other hand, operation is the daily 

workflow.  The production processes and administrative procedures are part of the business 

operations which ensure that the organization delivers on its services and brand promises in an 

effective manner.  For example, operational procedures will include sourcing affordable raw 

materials, ordering the desirable amount to meet production demands, payment transfer, data 

entry in the stock-room, ensuring the equipment to initiate production are efficient, and 

scheduling the labor and expertise required for the creative and production processes, pricing, 

stocking the goods, promotional activities, sales presentation, and delivery. 

 

While there are much distinctions between the two, but there also clear connections. For 

example, at the strategic level, the organizational structure must be appropriate to streamline 

management oversight, delegate responsibilities to line managers, and plan current and future 

work in each area effectively. Operationally, workers must understand their role, have the 

necessary expertise, guidelines, and the right tools needed to carry out the assigned task at the 

highest quality and within scheduled timelines.  

 

In short, organizational strategy is about who are the people responsible for specific functions, 

those in management with oversight, and others in the chain of command responsible for 

delegating work and communication networking.  Operational issues address how the work is 

actually carried out and the quality and efficiency in the processes.   

 

The importance of creating separate strategies for the organization and its operations is 

because business organizations have different roles and functions and each is important to the 

effective performance and success of the business. At the strategic level management must 

successfully plan, organize and link each role to specific functions. In furtherance, each function 

is a unique process at the operational level to achieve quality and satisfaction as the desirable 

outcome for the business to be profitable and sustainable.  

 

Please See The Link For The Reading Assignment For Today’s Class Discussion Below: 

http://www.wiley.com/college/reid/0471320110/pdf/i_ch02.pdf 


